WELCOME TO
MYP PERSONAL PROJECT
INFORMATION SESSION

Students please sit with
your parent(s).

Who are we …



Personal Project Coordinator
and Year 10 Coordinator



MYP Coordinator

Ms Jo Riccio

Ms Aurora Reid

Personal Project


Thank you to Sr Hieu Thanh



Sr Hieu Thanh has kindly translated the
information sheet, that follows, for parents.

What is a Personal Project


It is a project that a student
undertakes on an area of interest.



Students will work independently
with the project being completed
out of school



Every student will be provided with
guidance from a supervisor

What is the Personal Project?
Cont.


The personal nature of the project
is important; the project should
revolve around a challenge that
motivates and interests the
individual students. Each student
develops a personal project
independently.

Personal Project




An example of one of our own student who was
recognised by a well-known organisation, RAW,
that promotes artists in different fields around
the world.
Cindy Kieu’s goal was “To set up and run a stall at
the Gilles Street Market for one day to gain
insight on how a business is run in all aspects:
cost, management, design, production and
marketing. My goal is to target the audience of
mainly females between the ages of 13-25, as I
feel my product of embroidered tees will be most
suitable. The purpose of the stall is to provide me
with a snapshot of how a business would run at a
full-scale level.”

Email from RAW - Extract
Hi Cindy!
Thanks for getting back to me! Hope you’re well! My name is Jacqui and
I work for an organisation called RAW: natural born artists. I came across
your work on Instagram and would love to have you showcase with us at
one of our upcoming events in Adelaide. We are currently looking for
artists to get involved in our event on Friday September 29th.
I'll give you a little bit of background about RAW and then if you're
interested I can give you some more info about us, the showcase and
what's involved for you as an artist.
RAW is an independent arts organisation for artists, by artists. We focus
on spotlighting independent talent to the public. Six times a year in
Adelaide we hand-select and showcase approximately 30 artists in
fashion, music, visual art, photography, performing art, hair and makeup
for a one-night creative explosion!
RAW was founded in the United States in 2009. The showcases currently
run in over 50 locations across the U.S., Australia and Canada! RAW's
mission is to provide artists with tools and resources to further their
creative careers. We want artists to fight the good fight and promote
themselves independent of a gallery or agency. We just want to help to
give you the right things to do so. ………….

Email from RAW - Extract
Another awesome thing about RAW is that once you've showcased in your
hometown, you can then showcase at any other RAW city, anywhere in the
world……. Think Sydney, Los Angeles, New York City, San Francisco,
Toronto... and beyond!
Please check out the following links to learn some more about RAW:
Our website: http://www.rawartists.org/
Our promo video: https://youtu.be/bj-SfRHqv4E
A video from one of our events: https://youtu.be/FuXrOxJ3Weg
This gives a good visual of who we are and what we do.
We hope this email has, at the very least encouraged you in your practice
and let you know that your work stood out to us! I look forward to hearing
from you!

Cindy was flattered but needed to decline this offer until she
finishes her SACE. Cindy is now in Year 12.

Cindy Kieu’s Personal Project

Cindy Kieu’s Personal Project

Cindy Kieu’s Personal Project

Cindy Kieu’s Personal Project
The two pictures below are photos from
Cindy’s business’s Instagram account.

Cindy Kieu’s Personal Project

What students need to do
Students have to present three significant pieces
of evidence to demonstrate that they have
participated in and completed the Personal
Project:
1.

A Process Journal

2.

A Product/Outcome

3.

A Report

Process Journal - what is it?


To begin at the very start of the process
and used throughout



A place for planning



A place for recording interactions with
sources, e.g. teachers, supervisors,
external contributors



A place for storing useful information –
quotes, pictures, ideas

Process Journal - what is it? Cont.


A means of exploring ideas



A place for reflection on stages of the project



A place for evaluating work completed



A place for reflecting on learning



Devised by the student in a format that suits
her needs



Useful for the student when receiving
formative feedback



Used by the student to produce the project
report.

Student Example
10 October 2019
These following questions will help me define what I wish to
achieve through the personal project and therefore my goal.
• What do I want to achieve through my personal project? I will
like to make a project in which I could help my city or my
community. I want to help it, and improve it; I want to improve
something that hasn’t been yet improved: helping at the same time
I am innovating. I will like to make something that could have
certain impact, for instance a positive impact in the environment
and the people.
• What do I want other to understand though my work? I wish to
give others the capacity to open their minds and understand that
beyond their bubbles, we are living in world that has serious
problems and we are the only ones capable of repairing them. I am
approaching local problems to show people of my community that
they are no far away from the problematic and that, for example,
Cali is a city going through global warming as well.



Student Example Cont.
•What impact do I want my project to have?
With the project, I am hoping to make a call on
those who haven’t yet realized the situation of
our surrounding. I want to inform people, I want
to help others and also make my community help
others. I wish to create a change in both the city
and its population, or at least my school and the
students.
• How can a specific context enrich my project?
Two contexts could help and enrich my project.
Once my goal is defined I will choose just one of
the contexts, the first one is “Scientific and
technical innovation” or “Globalization and
sustainability”.

Examples of Outcomes
Outcomes


a business plan



a campaign, eg Walk for Love



an essay (literary, scientific, etc.)



a course of study




a debate
Organise a tennis group for Year 2 students, a
camp, hike or bicycle tour for a local service
group or charity

Examples of Products


an original work of art (painting, sculpture, short
story, novel, script for a film or play)



a model



Design an Environmental small house



Making jewellery, embroidering t-shirts etc



Cake decoration



Restoration of furniture



a film or video, etc.



a blueprint or architectural drawing,



Making a dress for a special function

Discussion - Personal Project that
impressed you


Students should discuss with their Parent(s)
which Personal Project (PP) impressed them



Why did they think is was a great project?



Did it give you any ideas about your PP?

What is a report?
A report – demonstrates a student’s
engagement with her personal project by
summarising the experiences and skills
recorded in the process journal. It is either
a ‘spoken or written account of something
that one has observed, heard, done or
investigated, which aims to inform, as
clearly and succinctly as possible’. The
report must include evidence of all the
strands of all criteria. There are four
formats for the MYP report: written,
electronic, oral and visual.

What is a report?

Format

Length

Written

1500-3500

Electronic (website, blog, slideshow)

1500-3500

Oral (podcast, radio broadcast, recorded)

13-15 minutes

Visual (film)

13-15 minutes

Inquiry Cycle
Where you are now.

Investigating

Reflecting

Planning

Taking Action

Ideas
Start to discuss with your parents possible ideas…
Make sure you record this in your process journal





What are my Interests?



Do you have a passion to change something?



A passion to help individuals, groups, environment, animals?



A desire to learn something new?

Why am I interested in these areas?

When you get home continue this discussion

How can parents help?
Parents can help their child excel at homework
by:


Setting regular time



Choosing a space



Removing distractions



Having supplies and resources on hand



Monitoring assignments



Provide guidance



Please ask teachers if you need advice



See more at:
http://www.educationworld.com/a_curr/curr053.shtml#st
hash.ZIhEm7S0.dpuf

Interesting Facts
One in six parents ‘do all the homework’ Telegraph
www.telegraph.co.uk › Education › Education
News
We would like to assess your daughter’s work
not assess your work! 

Assessment
Students are assessed via 4 Criteria (Investigating, Planning, Taking
Action and Reflecting). Evidence is found in their:


Project Report



Process Journal



Product/Outcome

Criteria for Assessment
The following assessment criteria have been established by the IBO for the
personal project in the MYP.

Criterion A

Investigating

Maximum level: 8

Criterion B

Planning

Maximum level: 8

Criterion C

Taking action

Maximum level: 8

Criterion D

Reflecting

Maximum level: 8

Timeline


Term 4, 2019
Investigating Stage



•

goal setting

•

prior learning

•

research skills

Term 1, 2020
Planning Stage
•

developing own product/outcome criteria

•

action plan

Timeline


Term 1and 2, 2020
Taking Action Stage
•



creating product/completing outcome

Term 2, 2020
Reflection
•



Reflecting on the quality of the product/outcome
and the student’s development as an IB learner

Term 2, 2020
Report Writing Stage

Thank you for attending
We wish you all the
best on this journey of
discovery

Cầu chúc những điều tốt đẹp
nhất đến với các bạn trong hành
trình khám phá này

